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We study stochastic dynamics of a point and extended inclusion within a one dimensional confined
active viscoelastic gel. We show that the dynamics of a point inclusion can be described by a
Langevin equation with a confining potential and multiplicative noise. Using a systematic adiabatic
elimination over the fast variables, we arrive at an overdamped equation with a proper definition of
the multiplicative noise. To highlight various features and to appeal to different biological contexts,
we treat the inclusion in turn as a rigid extended element, an elastic element and a viscoelastic
(Kelvin-Voigt) element. The dynamics for the shape and position of the extended inclusion can be
described by coupled Langevin equations. Deriving exact expressions for the corresponding steady
state probability distributions, we find that the active noise induces an attraction to the edges of
the confining domain. In the presence of a competing centering force, we find that the shape of the
probability distribution exhibits a sharp transition upon varying the amplitude of the active noise.
Our results could help understanding the positioning and deformability of biological inclusions, eg.
organelles in cells, or nucleus and cells within tissues.
I. INTRODUCTION
The collective fluctuating dynamics of particles in a
medium, each of which are driven out of equilibrium
by dissipation of energy, is a fundamentally new branch
of statistical physics [1], with deep implications for the
physics of cells and tissues [1, 2]. More recent studies
have focussed on the effects of confinement on active
matter, especially on the nature of forces on fixed or
deformable boundaries, as a result of specific boundary
conditions [3].
However, the role of fluctuations in generating novel
forces at the boundaries of confined active suspensions,
have not received adequate attention. Such studies have
potential implications for the fluctuating dynamics of or-
ganelles embedded within the cell cytoplasm, described
as an active actomyosin suspension.
In this paper, we study the positioning and shape dy-
namics of a deformable inclusion embedded in a confined
active gel. Formulated in this general way, our study is
applicable to a variety of in-vivo and in-vitro contexts -
(i) the positioning and shape fluctuations of the nucleus
(or other localized organelles) within a cell [4–8], (ii) the
dynamics of large colloidal particles embedded in an ac-
tive medium [9–12], (iii) the positioning and dynamics of
nuclei in multi-nucleated cells [13], (iv) the positioning
and segregation of chromosomes within a nucleus [14–17]
and (v) the fluctuations of a cell / cell-junction within a
developing tissue [18, 19].
For concreteness, we consider that the inclusion rep-
resents the cell nucleus that is connected to the cell cor-
tex, whose boundary is held fixed, for instance by surface
attachment on a micro-patterned substrate coated with
fibronectin [7, 20, 21] (Fig. 1(a)).
At a conceptual level and to make general comparisons
with experiments such as [7], it suffices to study the prob-
lem in one dimension (1d). We start by setting up equa-
tions for a point inclusion in a viscoelastic medium in
Sect. II, and adiabatically eliminate the fast variable to
obtain an overdamped Langevin equation. We then setup
the general equations valid for any type of inclusion in
Sect. III. To highlight different aspects we systematically
treat the inclusion as being a rigid element (Sect. IV), an
elastic element (Sect. V) and a viscoelastic (Kelvin-Voigt)
element (Sect. VI).
We find that in general, the active dynamics of the
position and shape of the inclusion are described by cou-
pled Langevin equations with a confining potential and
multiplicative noise. Solving the Fokker-Planck equations
corresponding to the Langevin description, we obtain the
exact steady state distributions for the position and size
of the inclusion.
Our analysis shows that there are sharp transitions in
the nature of the probability distribution, as a function
of the relative strength of the confining potential and
active noise. The cell boundary influences the steady
state position, and size of the inclusion. The position,
and size fluctuations of the inclusion are also driven by
these active stress fluctuations in the active fluid.
This paper follows the Letter [21] which contains a
comparison to experiments on the positioning and fluctu-
ations of the nucleus in cells confined in micro-patterned
surfaces.
The dynamics of the inclusion embedded in the fluc-
tuating active fluid can be viewed as an active Casimir
effect [22–24]. We show that this fluctuation-induced at-
traction depends on both the intensity of the active noise
and on the hydrodynamic interactions of the inclusion
with the boundaries. We find that the effect of such
Casimir-type forces on the boundary confining a dilute
active suspension, extends over large scales (Sect. VII).
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2II. POINT INCLUSION IN ACTIVE
VISCOELASTIC GEL
We consider a point inclusion of mass m embedded in
a compressible 1d active gel confined between hard walls
at x = ±L. We denote the viscous fluid regions to the left
and right of the inclusion as (L) and (R), respectively.
The hydrodynamic variables describing the bulk are
the actomyosin concentration c and the hydrodynamic
velocity v. The velocity field of this active viscoelastic
gel is determined by local force balance, ∂xσ(x, t) = 0.
We express the local stress as
(1 + τv∂t)σ
L,R = ηc∂xv − ζ∆µc+ ϑA + ϑT , (1)
where τv is the maxwell relaxation time, ηc is a one-
dimensional cortical viscosity, ζ∆µ < 0 is the active con-
tractile stress [1, 2, 25]. Here, ϑ represent stress fluc-
tuations which may either be of thermal or active ori-
gin. Under the assumption of a constant viscosity ηc, the
fluctuation-dissipation relation imposes thermal fluctua-
tions should be delta-correlated: 〈ϑT (x, t)ϑT (x′, t′)〉 =
2ΛT δ(x − x′)δ(t − t′), where ΛT = kbTηc, with T be-
ing the temperature. In contrast, we assume that active
fluctuations are an exponentially correlated process
〈ϑA(x, t)ϑA(x′, t′)〉 = 2ΛA e
−|t−t′|/τA
τA
δ(x− x′) . (2)
Such a finite correlation time τA in the noise is incompat-
ible with the fluctuation-dissipation relation (FDR) [26].
We choose velocity continuity at the inclusion, and no
flow (v(−L) = v(L) = 0), at the confining walls. The
local force balance ∂xσ = 0 implies that the stress is
constant σL,R = σL,R(t) within each left and right seg-
ments. Integrating Eq.1 over the left (L), and the right
(R) region leads to
(τv∂t + 1)σ
(L) = ζ∆µc0 +
ηX˙t
L+Xt
+
∫Xt
−L(ϑT + ϑA)
L+Xt
,(3)
(τv∂t + 1)σ
(R) = ζ∆µc0 − ηX˙t
L−Xt +
∫ L
Xt
(ϑT + ϑA)
L−Xt ,(4)
where c0 is the density of the active stress generators
(e.g., actomyosin). Assuming that the turnover of acto-
myosin is fast, we take its concentration to be a constant
and equal on the left and the right region. We now con-
sider the force balance on the point inclusion at xt:
σ(L) − σ(R) = f(xt)−mv˙t, (5)
where we have included the inertia of the inclusion and
a force f(x) applied on the inclusion. The velocity of
the fluid at the inclusion is same as inclusion velocity
vt(= x˙t). Combining the latter force balance equation
with Eq. (5), we obtain the following dynamics on x˙ = v.
τv v¨t + v˙t +
λ(xt)
m
vt =
f + τv f˙
m
+
1
m
[θA + φT ] , (6)
where θA = (
∫Xt
−L ϑA)/(L+Xt) + (
∫ L
Xt
ϑA)/(L−Xt) and
φT is defined similarly (ϑT ↔ ϑA), and
λ(x) =
2ηL
L2 − x2 , (7)
is space-dependent friction term. Notice that λ(x) di-
verges at the boundaries; in the following, wherever nec-
essary we will implicitly assume a regularization  to tem-
per the divergence, λ(x) ≡ 2ηL/ ((L+ )2 − x2), taking
the → 0 limit at the end.
The two-point correlations of ϑA and ϑT is
〈θA(t)θA(s)〉 = 2ΛA 2L
L2 − x2
e−|t−s|/τA
2τA
, (8)
〈φT (t)φT (s)〉 = 2ΛT 2L
L2 − x2 δ(t− s). (9)
We will make use of the following noise amplitude func-
tion
µ2(x) =
2L
L2 − x2 =
λ(x)
η
. (10)
Noticing that f˙ = f ′vt, we define a renormalized time
scale τˆm as
1
τˆm
=
1
τm(xt)
(
1− τvf
′
λ(x)
)
, (11)
where τm(xt) = m/λ(xt). With these redefinitions Eq.
(6) reads:
τv v¨t + v˙t +
1
τˆm
vt =
f + µ(xt) [θA + φT ]
m
. (12)
In this work we are interested in the dynamics at time
scales larger than the the time scale over which inertia
of the inclusion gets damped (τm ∼ 10−9s in the cell
cortex), the Maxwell stress relaxation time (τv ∼ 5s, for
the cell cortex [27]), and the active stress correlation time
(τA ∼ 60s), for the cell cortex height fluctuations [20].
The overdamped Langevin equation obtained by naively
setting these time scales to zero leads to,
x˙ =
f
λ
+
µ
λ
θA +
µ
λ
φT , (13)
where θA, and φT are delta correlated Gaussian noise.
We thus see that the confinement gives rise to a multi-
plicative noise on the dynamics of the inclusion. This
arises from an interplay between hydrodynamic interac-
tion, confinement and fluctuations.
As in any situation with multiplicative noise, we must
provide an interpretation of the noise term in order to
give meaning to Eq. (13) [28, 29]. The proper choice of
convention is dictated by the order of adiabatic elimina-
tion of the three time scales.
In the limit τm, τA  τv, this reduces to an under-
damped Langevin equation,
mv˙ + λ(x)v = f(x) + µ(xt) [θA + φT ] , (14)
3where φT is delta correlated Gaussian noise, and θA is
exponentially correlated active noise. This equation has
been analyzed in literature [30], a brief version of the
adiabatic elimination of the inertial relaxation and noise
correlation times scale is presented in Appendix C.
As mentioned above, for the cell cortex, the timescale
of relaxation of inertia (τm ∼ 10−9s) is much smaller
compare to the Maxwell time (τv ∼ 5s), and the noise
correlation time (τn ∼ 60s). In the following we derive
the overdamped Langevin equation by adiabatically elim-
ination, in the limit τm  τv, τA.
The long-time solution of Eq. (12) can be expressed in
terms of a Green function χ
(t−s)
xt as
vt =
∫ t
−∞
dsχ(t−s)xt
1
m
{f + µ(x) [θA + φT ]} , (15)
In the following, we justify that in the limit τm  τv at
first order in τm,
χ(t−s)xt =
√
τˆm(xt)
τv
sin
[
t− s√
τˆm(xt)τv
]
exp
(
− t− s
2τv
)
,
(16)
which corresponds to the Green function of Eq. (12) in
the presence of a constant mass time scale. The subscript
denotes the value of x at which τˆm is evaluated, and the
superscript denotes that the function is of variable (t−s).
We first expand τm(xt) as:
τm(xt) = τm(xs) + τ
′
m(xt − xs), (17)
where xt − xs can be expressed from Eq. (12) as
xt − xs = 1
m
∫ t
s
dt′
∫ t′
−∞
χ(t
′−s)
xt′ {f(xs) + µ [φT + θA]} .
where the left-most integral is the variable t′ and the
second on the variable s. The latter equation leads to
τm(xt) = τm(xs) + O(τ1/2m ) since χ = O(τm) and µ =
O(τ−1/2m ). At this order, we find that τˆm(xt) = τm(xt) +
O(τ1/2m ). In turn, after expansion of Eq. (16) at first
order in τm, i.e. χ
t−s
xt = χ
t−s
xs +dχ/dτˆm(τˆm(xt)− τˆm(xs)),
we find that:
χt−sxt = χ
t−s
xs +O(τ3/2m ), (18)
which supports our claim that the exact Green function
associated to Eq. (12) converges to Eq. (16) at order
τ
3/2
m .
In the limit τA  √τmτv, the integral on the con-
tinuous functions f(x) and µ(x)θA can be simplified as
χ
(t−s)
xt ∼ τmδ(t−s) in the limit √τmτv  t−s. However,
this relation does not hold over the discontinuous white
noise µ(x)φT . Following [31], we Taylor expand the noise
amplitude µ(x) to obtain:
µ(xs) = µ(xt)− µ
′(xt)µ(xt)
m
∫ t
s
∫ t′
−∞
χ(t
′−t′′)
xt φT (t
′′), (19)
which holds up to τ
1/2
m terms. From Eqs. (15) and (19),
we obtain the following Langevin equation that is valid
at τ
3/2
m order:
vt =
τm
m
{f + µ [θA + θT ]}+ ΩT , (20)
where
θT =
1
τm
∫ t
−∞
dsχ(t−s)xs φT (s) (21)
is colored noise and
ΩT =
µµ′
m2
∫ t
−∞
χ(t−t
′)
xt φT (t
′)
∫ t′
t
∫ t′′
−∞
χ(t
′′−t′′′)
xt′′ φT (t
′′′).
We first present a series of identities which will be use-
ful in the forward calculation. Based on Eq. (16), we
find that∫ t1
−∞
dt′χt1−t
′
x χ
t2−t′
x ∼
τmτv
τm
2
cos
(
t1 − t2√
τmτv
)
e−|t1−t2|/(2τv),
(22)
which converges to τ2mδ(t1 − t2) in the limit
√
τmτv 
(t1 − t2) and∫ t
−∞
dt′χt−t
′
x
∫ t
t′
dt′′χt
′′−t′
x =
8τ2mτ
2
v
(τm + 4τv)2
, (23)
which converges to τ2m/2 in the limit τm  τv. Secondly,
we notice that:∫ t1
−∞
dt′
∫ t2
−∞
dt′′
e
− t1−t′+t2−t′′τA
τ2A
δt′,t′′ =
e
− |t2−t1|τA
2τA
, (24)
which converges to δ(t2−t1)/2 in the limit τA  (t2−t1).
Finally, we notice that∫ t2
−∞
dt′
∫ t1
−∞
dt′′
e−(t2−t
′)/τA
τA
χt1−t
′
x δt′,t′′
=
∫ min(t2,t1)
−∞
dt′
e−(t2−t
′)/τA
τA
χt1−t
′
x , (25)
can be further simplified using the following results:∫ t1
−∞
dt′
e−(t2−t
′)/τA
τA
χt1−t
′
x ∼
τmτv
τm
e
− t2−t1τA
τA
, (26)
which converges to τmδ(t1−t2) in the limit τA  (t2−t1)
while:∫ t2
−∞
dt′
e
− t2−t′τA
τA
χt1−t
′
x ∼
τmτv
τm
τA
cos
(
t1 − t2√
τmτv
)
e−
t1−t2
2τv ,
(27)
which converges to (2τ2m)/τAδ(t1 − t2) in the limit√
τmτv  (t2 − t1).
4We now compute the average of Eq. (20) over the
realizations of the processes θT and θA (at a constant
xt). We notice that 〈φT (t′)θA(t′′)〉 = 0 – due to the
independence of the thermal and active noise sources –
and we use the identity from Eq. (23) to show that
〈ΩT 〉 = µµ
′
m2
∫ t
−∞
dt′ χt−t
′
x
∫ t′
t
dt′′
∫ t′′
−∞
dt′′′ χt
′′−t′′′
x δt′,t′′′ ,
= − τ
2
m
2m2
µ′TµT . (28)
Similar steps of calculations leads to 〈ΩT (t)ΩT (s)〉 = 0 at
order τ
3/2
m . The two-time correlation of φT can calculated
using Eq. (23):
〈θT (t1)θT (t2)〉 = 1
τ2m
∫ t1
−∞
χ
(t1−t′1)
xt1
∫ t2
−∞
χ
(t2−t′2)
xt2
δt′1,t′2 ,
=
1
2τm
cos
(
t1 − t2√
τmτv
)
e−|t1−t2|/(2τv),
which converges to δ(t1 − t2) in the limit of a long ob-
servation time. This leads to the following dynamics at
order τ
3/2
m
x˙t =
f(x)
λ(x)
− ΛTµ(x)µ
′(x)
2λ2(x)
+
µ(x) [θA + θT ]
λ(x)
, (29)
where θA/T are noise sources that are correlated in time
and of equal time variance ΛA,T . In the limit τv, and τA
going to zero, these colored noise sources go to a white
noise source, and hence in the white noise limit Eq. (29)
should be interpreted in Stratonovich conventions [28].
The Fokker-Planck equation associated to Eq. (29)
reads:
∂tP =
∂
∂x
(
−f(x)
λ(x)
+
ΛTµ(x)µ
′(x)
2λ2(x)
+
Λµ(x)
2λ(x)
∂x
µ(x)
λ(x)
)
P,
(30)
where Λ = (Λ2T + Λ
2
A)
1/2.
In the absence of an active noise (ΛA = 0), we find that
the steady state solution of Eq. (30) is the Boltzmann
distribution P ∝ exp(−U(x)/kbT ), where f = −∂xU and
kbT = ΛT /η.
The dynamics
x˙ =
f(x)
λ(x)
+
µ(x)
λ(x)
θT , (31)
is consistent with thermodynamics only when the
Gaussian white noise is interpreted with the Hanggi-
Klimontovich convention [32]
Whenever ΛA > 0, the steady state of Eq. (30) is
not Boltzmann distributed and there is no effective tem-
perature such that P ∝ exp(−U(x)/kbTeff). Remark-
ably, Eq. (30) shows that, in general, the coexistence of
thermal and active noise sources cannot be described by
any α-convention [32], e.g. neither by the Stratonovich
(α = 1/2) nor by the Hanggi-Klimontovich (α = 1) con-
ventions.
When the thermal noise is negligible (ΛT = 0), Eq.
(30) amounts to
∂tP = ∂x
{
−f
λ
P + ΛA
µ
2λ
∂x
µ
λ
P
}
, (32)
which corresponds to the Stratonovich convention of Eq.
(29). We will come back to the analysis of this equation
in Section IV.
To summarize, in the overdamped equation we naively
obtained by setting the timescales to zero,
x˙ = f(x)
(L2 − x2)
2ηcL
+
√
Λc
η2c
(L2 − x2)
L˜
(θA + θT ) ,
The thermal noise should be interpreted in Hanggi-
Klimontovich convention [33, 34], and the active noise
should be treated in Stratonovich convention [28, 35]. In
the rest of the paper this is the convention that will be
used.
III. EXTENDED INCLUSION IN ACTIVE
FLUID
Having established our convention, we will now present
the general set of equations valid for extended inclusions
of any type in 1d. The context that we will focus on is the
position and shape of the nucleus [21] confined within the
cell (Fig. 1(a)). We now treat the active gel surrounding
the inclusion and confined by the cell boundary as an ac-
tive Stokes fluid (Fig. 1(a)); we are thus interested in the
dynamics at time scales larger than the Maxwell stress
relaxation time (τv ∼ 5s, for the cell cortex) [27] and the
time scale over which inertia of the inclusion gets damped
(τm ∼ 10−9s). The active Stokesian fluid comprises a
collection of stochastic force dipoles - characterising the
statistics of remodelling of actomyosin - represented by
an active noise that is correlated over a finite time. In our
treatment, we study the stochastic dynamics over time
scales larger than the active stress correlation time τA
(∼ 60s) [20].
Consider an inclusion (I) embedded in a 1d active fluid
confined between hard walls at x = ±L (Fig. 1(b)-(d)).
We denote the edges of the inclusion as x1(t) ≤ x2(t)
and the viscous fluid regions to the left and right of the
inclusion as (L) and (R), respectively.
The hydrodynamic variables describing the bulk are
the actomyosin concentration c and the hydrodynamic
velocity v. The velocity field of this active Stokesian
fluid is determined by local force balance, ∂xσ(x, t) = 0.
We express the local stress given by Eq. (1), which for
time scales larger than τv reduces to,
σL,R = ηc∂xv − ζ∆µc+ ϑ. (33)
For convenience, we study the effects of thermal and ac-
tive noise separately. When the noise is active, in which
5(a)
nucleus
(b)
(d)(c)
actin
X (t)2X (t)1 X (t)2X (t)1
FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the cell nucleus embedded in an
active cytoplasm and confined by actin stress fibers. Follow-
ing [21], we model the nucleus as an inclusion embedded in
an active fluid confined by the cell boundary. To address var-
ious possible contexts, we treat the inclusion in turn as (b) a
passive rigid element (Sec. IV), (c) an elastic element (Sec. V)
and (d) a viscoelastic (Kelvin-Voigt) element (Sec. VI).
case the thermal noise can be ignored, and when active
noise is zero, in this case only thermal noise is present.
Henceforth, we will denote the noise as ϑ, with variance
Λc, irrespective of whether the noise is thermal or active,
with the understanding that Λc = kbTηc for the thermal
case.
The inclusion will be treated in turn as a passive
rigid element, a passive elastic element and a viscoelas-
tic (Kelvin-Voigt) element. We denote the bulk stress in
the inclusion as σI(t), whose form we discuss in subse-
quent sections. In general, there could also be a stress at
the boundary between the inclusion and the embedding
active fluid, arising for instance from a confining force,
f(x), which favors a centering of the nucleus. This could
arise from a variety of sources, such as confinement due to
microtubules and motors [4–6], or the geometry of stress
fibers constraining the nucleus [21, 36].
We now specify the boundary conditions both at the
edges of the inclusion and the rigid confining walls. We
choose velocity continuity at the boundaries of the inclu-
sion vI(x1) = v
L(x1) and v
I(x2) = v
R(x2), and either no
flow v(−L) = v(L) = 0 or finite flow v(−L) = vL, v(L) =
−vR, at the confining walls.
The local force balance ∂xσ = 0 implies that the stress
is constant σ = σ(t) within each left and right segments.
Integrating Eq. 33 over x in the regions (L) and (R), we
obtain that
ηcx˙1 = ηcvL + (x1 + L)σ
L(t) + ζ∆µcL −
∫ x1
−L
ϑ dx,(34)
ηcx˙2 = −ηcvR + (x2 − L)σR(t)− ζ∆µcR +
∫ L
x2
ϑ dx,
(35)
where cL =
∫ x1
−L c(x)dx and cR =
∫ L
x2
c(x)dx are the total
bulk concentrations of actomyosin. We analyse the limit
when the turnover of actomyosin is fast, this gives rise to
a constant local actomyosin density c0, thus, cL = (x1 +
L)c0 and cR = (L − x2)c0. In Appendix A, we discuss
the limit of slow actomyosin turnover, when the total
actomyosin number cL, cR can be taken to be constant.
In the fast turnover limit, Eqs. 34 and 35 become to
ηcx˙1 = (x1 + L)(σ
L(t) + ζ∆µc0) + ηcvL −
√
x1 + Lθ1,
(36)
ηcx˙2 = (x2 − L)(σR(t) + ζ∆µc0)− ηcvR +
√
L− x2 θ2,
(37)
where θ1 and θ2 are Gaussian white noise of variance 2Λc
which originates from the spatial integration of the fluc-
tuating stress:
∫ x1
−L ϑ dx =
√
L+ x1 θ1(t) and
∫ L
x2
ϑ dx =√
L− x2 θ2(t).
We point out that Eqs. 36-37 relate the coordinates
of the inclusion edges x1 and x2 to the bulk stresses
σL and σR. These bulk stresses are determined by the
bulk flows generated by the active stress and the stress
in the inclusion (I). These are related by stress con-
tinuity, ∂xσ(x, t) = 0 :
[
σL(t)− σI(t)] = f(x1) and[
σR(t)− σI(t)] = −f(x2), where f is the confining force
acting on the boundaries of the inclusion.
Here we analyze the equations in presence of one noise
source, however the formalism can be easily extended to
include multiple noise sources (see, Appendix D).
IV. RIGID INCLUSION IN AN ACTIVE FLUID
We first model the inclusion as a rigid object of fixed
size x2− x1 = 2l; being rigid, the confining force applied
at the boundary of the inclusion can be transferred to
the centre-of-mass (COM) coordinate xcm ≡ 2z ≡ (x1 +
x2)/2 (see also Fig. 1(b)). Now the stresses are related
by σL(t) = σR(t) + f(xcm).
Combining Eqs. 36 and 37, we find that the dynamics
of the COM coordinate reads
x˙cm = − v0
2L˜
xcm + f(xcm)
(L˜2 − x2cm)
2ηcL˜
+
√
Λc
η2c
(L˜2 − x2cm)
L˜
θ, (38)
where we define the length L˜ = L− l, the velocity vL =
−vR = v0 and the Gaussian white noise of unit variance
θ.
This equation not surprisingly, is same as that of point
inclusion obtained in Section II, when L˜ is identified with
L. As noted above, this Langevin dynamics with multi-
plicative noise arises as an interplay between hydrody-
namic interaction, confinement and fluctuations.
The L˜2 − x2cm term above is a consequence of the long
range hydrodynamic interaction between the confining
wall and the inclusion, which allows the effect of the
boundary to be felt far into the bulk.
The Langevin equation, for both thermal and active
cases, is of the general form, x˙ = F (x) + G(x)θ(t), for
which the corresponding Fokker-Planck equation is [32],
∂tP = ∂x
(
−F (x)− αG(x)G′(x) + 1
2
∂xG
2(x)
)
P,
6where α = 1 (Hanggi-Klimontovich) corresponds to the
thermal case and α = 1/2 (Stratonovich) corresponds to
the active noise (see Appendix A).
Following [28], we find that the steady state solution
corresponding to Eq. 39 reads
P (x) = N(G(x))2(α−1) exp
(∫
2F (y)
G2(y)
dy
)
, (39)
where N is a normalization constant. To derive 39, we as-
sume that the inclusion cannot exit the confining domain
and we consider that there is no flux for the inclusion at
x = ±L. After identification of the functions F and G
from Eq. 38, Eq. 39 becomes
P (xcm) = Ne
− ηcΛc (V (xcm)+Vα(xcm)+U(xcm)), (40)
where N is a normalization constant and
(i) V (xcm) =
∫ z
0
f(u) du is the confining mechanical
potential,
(ii) Vα(xcm) = (1 − α)(Λc/ηc) log(L˜2 − x2cm) corre-
sponds to an effective potential which represents
the contribution from the multiplicative noise,
(iii) U(xcm) = (v0ηc/2) log(L˜
2 − x2cm) corresponds to
an effective potential which represents the contri-
bution from the boundary flow.
In the following, we show that the interplay of these con-
tributions gives rise to sharp transitions in the shape of
the steady state distribution, as displayed in Fig. 2 for
V (xcm) = kx
2
cm/2.
To identify the origin of these transitions, it is use-
ful to look at the explicit forms of the distribution in
the absence of boundary flow v0 = 0, and confining
potential V (xcm) = 0. In the case of thermal fluc-
tuations (α = 1) the noise-induced potential vanishes,
thus the steady state probability distribution is flat (ie.
P (xcm) = 1/(2L˜)), in agreement with the Boltzmann
distribution in a flat energy landscape.
On the other hand, when the noise is active, α = 1/2,
P (xcm) =
pi√
2(L˜2 − x2cm)
, (41)
Notice that the distribution Eq. 41 diverges at the edges
x = ±L; this corresponds to a higher preference of the
inclusion to be at the boundaries (see Fig. (2)). The in-
clusion de-centering occurs although there is no net me-
chanical force applied to inclusion; this is solely caused
due to the noise-induced effective potential Vα.
We point out that, in a more general situation, the
divergence can be even stronger than in Eq. 41 and can
prevent the distribution from being normalizable. This
situation occurs under the condition that (v0η
2
c )/(2Λc)+
(α − 1) ≤ −1. Under this condition, depending on the
initial condition the inclusion is then fixed at one of the
two boundaries at steady state.
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FIG. 2. (color online) Steady-state probability distribution
P (xcm) for the inclusion center of mass (COM) xcm as a
function of (a) the dimensionless stiffness of the confining
potential (kL2ηc)/(2Λc) and (b) of the dimensionless bound-
ary flow (v0η
2
c )/(2Λc). (a) For an active noise (α = 1/2;
indicated by a solid red line), we distinguish between three
regimes of (i) boundary adhesion, (ii) boundary adhesion with
metastable centering and (iii) stable centering. The existence
of the boundary adhesion phase in the active situation con-
trasts with the two phases found in the thermal situation
(α = 1, dashed black line): a uniform distribution and a sta-
ble centering. (b) The active case, α = 1/2 (solid red line),
shows a transition from (i) boundary adhesion to (iii) stable
centering via (ii) a uniform distribution at 0.5.
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FIG. 3. Variance of the dimensionless COM position
√〈x2cm〉
for thermal (dashed black line) and active (solid red line)
noises, with v0 = 0 as a function of (a) system size L, where
it goes from being strongly affected by the boundary, when
L is small, to reaching a limiting value determined by the
confining strength for large L; and (b) confining strength
(kL2ηc)/(2Λc), where it asymptotes to a fixed value for small
stiffness and goes to zero for large stiffness.
We now include the contribution from the confining
potential which we assume to be harmonic: V (xcm) =
kx2cm/2, keeping v0 = 0. We show that the competition
between the confining potential – which favors centering
the nucleus – and the noise-induced effective potential –
which induces adhesion to the cell boundary – leads to
a sharp transition as the strength of harmonic potential
k or the magnitude of the boundary flow v0 are varied
(Fig. (2)). This can be thought as an active fluctuation-
induced wetting-dewetting transition [37].
Since the distribution from Eq. 41 diverges on the two
edges, the probability is maximum at the boundary for
all values of k. So to compute the phase diagram for
harmonic confinement, we regularize it using a cutoff dis-
7tance  from the boundary, setting its value in this bound-
ary region to be
∫ L
L− P (xcm) dxcm/. The transition
point log(
√
2L/) in Fig. (2) is the value of (kL2η)/(2Λ)
for which this boundary value equals P (0).
Based on Eq. 40, and setting boundary flow v0 = 0, we
find that the variance of COM can be expressed in terms
of the hypergeometric 1F1 and Gamma functions [38],
〈x2cm〉 =
L˜2
2
 1F1
(
3
2 ; (1− α) + 52 ;−kL˜2
)
Γ
(
(1− α) + 32
)
1F1
(
1
2 ; (1− α) + 32 ;−kL˜2
)
Γ
(
(1− α) + 52
)
 .
(42)
We represent the behavior of Eq. 42 as a function both
the system size L of the stiffness of the confining potential
k (Fig. (3)). In the limit k = 0, the latter expression sim-
plifies into 〈x2cm〉 = L˜2/2, when fluctuations are active,
and to 〈x2cm〉 = L˜2/3 when fluctuations are thermal.
Of course, in a realistic context, one needs to include
an inward pressure from the compressed active compo-
nents in the cytoplasm arising from steric hindrance etc.,
however the symmetry broken de-centering of the steady
state distribution due to activity, would still persist.
The fluctuation induced interaction discussed above is
robust, and should arise whenever the noise has a multi-
plicative nature. The multiplicative nature of the noise
resulting from field fluctuations integrated over space is
not specific to one dimension and should hold in higher
dimensions. For instance, the dynamics of a spherical col-
loid in a 3-dimensional fluctuating incompressible fluid
confined between two parallel walls is described by a
Langevin equation [32] that is identical to Eq. 38 with
v0 = 0. However [32] deals with thermal fluctuations,
while in addition we study the effects of non-thermal fluc-
tuations.
V. ELASTIC INCLUSION IN AN ACTIVE
FLUID
We next model the inclusion as a passive linear elas-
tic element of unloaded length 2l, with a stress given by
σI = B∂xu, where u is the strain from the unloaded con-
figuration and B is the elastic modulus of the inclusion.
Similar to Sec. IV, the local force balance implies that
the bulk stresses are constant, eg. σI = σI(t). Hence,
integrating σI from z/2 − l to z/2 + l, we find that the
stress along the elastic inclusion reads
σI(t) =
B
2l
(y − 2l) , (43)
where y−2l = ∫ l−l dx∂xu(x) is the extension of the inclu-
sion. We first derive the general Langevin equation for
the inclusion dynamics, before discussing the results for
thermal and active fluctuations.
Continuity of stress across the inclusion boundary in
the presence of a confining force f = −∂xV implies
σL(t) = σI(t) + f(x1) and σ
R(t) = σI(t) − f(x2). After
substitution in Eqs. 36,37, we obtain
ηcx˙1 = ηcvL +
B
2l
(x1 + L)(y − y0)− f(x1)(x1 + L)
−
√
L+ x1 θ1, (44)
ηcx˙2 = −ηcvR + B
2l
(x2 − L)(y − y0) + f(x2)(x2 − L)
+
√
L− x2 θ2, (45)
where we define the length y0 = 2l(1 − ζ∆µc0/B). We
perform a change of variable to express Eq. 44 in terms of
the vectorX =
[
y z
]T
, where y ≡ x2−x1 is the inclusion
length and z ≡ x1 +x2 is now twice the COM coordinate,
to obtain the following multivariate Langevin equation,
X˙ = F+G · θ, (46)
where we define the drift vector F as
F =
1
ηc
[
B
2l (y − y0)(y − 2L)− ηcv0 + f(x1)(x1 + L) + f(x2)(x2 − L)
B
2l (y − y0)z − f(x1)(x1 + L) + f(x2)(x2 − L)
]
, (47)
and the matrix
G =
√
2Λc
η2c
[ √
L+ x1
√
L− x2
−√L+ x1
√
L− x2
]
, (48)
which operates on the Gaussian white noise vector θ =[
θ1 θ2
]T
. For convenience, we also introduce a diffusion
matrix
D = G ·GT = 2Λc
η2c
[
2L− y −z
−z 2L− y
]
. (49)
The Fokker-Planck equation corresponding to the
Langevin Eq. 46 reads
∂tP =
∂
∂xi
(
−Fi − α∂Gik
∂xj
Gjk +
1
2
∂
∂xj
GikGjk
)
P,
where we recall that α = 1 corresponds to the thermal
case and α = 1/2 to the active case [32]. Following [28],
we introduce the potential vector
Hi ≡ ∂i logP = D−1ik
(
2Fk + 2α
∂Gkl
∂xj
Gjl − ∂
∂xj
Dkj
)
,
8where we consider that repeated latin indices are summed
over. Based on Eqs. 47-49, we check that the potential
condition
∂Hi
∂xj
=
∂Hj
∂xi
, (50)
is satisfied. Therefore, the steady state distribution can
be expressed as P (y, z) = Ne−φ, where the effective po-
tential φ reads:
φ =
ηc
Λc
(
B
4l
(y − y0)2 + V (z + y) + V (z − y)
)
+
(
−v0η
2
c
2Λc
+ (1− α)
)
log
(
(2L− y)2 − z2) . (51)
As in the rigid inclusion considered in Sec. IV, the ef-
fective potential φ is built from the confining potentials
V (z ± y) (at x2, x1, respectively) and the fluctuation-
induced potential Vα = (1 − α) log
(
(2L− y)2 − z2). In
addition, the effective potential has a contribution from
the elastic energy of the inclusion, B(y − y0)2/(4l).
In the case of a harmonic confining potential
V (x1, x2) = −k(x21 − x22), the potential reads:
φ =
ηc
Λc
((
B
4l
+
k
4
)
(y − y˜0)2 + k
4
z2
)
+
(
−v0η
2
c
2Λc
+ (1− α)
)
log
(
(2L− y)2 − z2) , (52)
where y˜0 = 2l(B−ζ∆µ)/(B+kl). For k > −ζ∆µc0, y˜0 is
greater than 2l. We also define the marginal distribution
of the inclusion length y as,
P (y) ≡
∫ 2L−y
−(2L−y)
dzP (y, z), (53)
and the marginal distribution of the COM z as
P (z) ≡
∫ 2L−z
0
dyP (y, z). (54)
With these definitions, we find that, in contrast to the
rigid case, the COM distribution for an elastic inclusion
cannot be uniform. We define the centered phase when
the marginal distribution P (z) at the center is highest
over the region, else if the probability is maximum off-
center, we define as the de-centered phase. In the ac-
tive case α = 1/2, the probability P (z) is decentered
(resp. centered) for low (resp. high) values of k, as shown
in Fig. 4(a)-(c) (solid red curve), contrast this with the
thermal case (dotted black curve) where it is centered
for all values of k. We find that for active fluctuations,
the distribution of the COM position is either peaked on
the boundary – de-centered phase (I) – or peaked at the
center (centered phase), with inclusion being compressed
(II), or extended (III). These transitions in the phase di-
agram as a function of both the inclusion rigidity B and
the confinement strength k are shown in Fig. 4(d). In
contrast, as shown in Fig. 4(e), for thermal fluctuations
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FIG. 4. Marginal distribution of the center of mass (COM,
z), and phase plot of most likely COM position, as a function
of the dimensionless elasticity of the inclusion (b = 2lBηc/Λc)
and the strength of the confinement (kηc/4Λc), for active, and
thermal fluctuations and parameter values 2L = 3, 2l = 1, and
ζ∆µc0ηc/Λc = −1. (a–c) Marginal distribution P (z) of the
COM, for active (solid red lines), and thermal (dotted black
lines), for 2lBηc/Λc = 50 in the de-centered phase I (a), in
the boundary phase (b) and in the centered phase II (c). (d)
Phase plot showing the most likely COM position for active
fluctuations in the (B, k) parameter plane. Different phases
correspond to the inclusion being de-centred and extended
(〈y〉 > 2l) (I), centered and compressed (y < 2l)(II), and
centered and extended (III). Contrast this with the (e) phase
plot of the most likely COM position for thermal fluctuations,
which has only two phases, where the inclusion is, centered
and compressed (y < 2l)(II), and centered and extended (III).
there is only centered phase, with inclusion compressed
(II), or extended (III).
In the next two paragraphs, we outline the main differ-
ences between thermal and active fluctuations; for sim-
plicity, we first set to zero the boundary flow (v0 = 0),
the confining potential (k = 0), and the mean activity
(y0 = 2l).
In the thermal noise case (α = 1), Eq. 51 leads
P (y, z) = N exp
(
− B
4lT
(y − y0)2
)
, (55)
for all −L + y/2 ≤ z ≤ L − y/2, where N is a nor-
malization factor and Λc/ηc = T . As expected, Eq. 55
corresponds to a Boltzmann distribution with an elastic
energy. The marginal distribution for inclusion length is
obtained by integrating Eq. 55 over the coordinate z
P (y) = N(2L− y) exp
(
− B
4lT
(y − y0)2
)
, (56)
which is a Boltzmann distribution although not obvious
at first sight. Indeed, the prefactor (2L − y) in Eq. 56
is due to the presence of the confinement, and the no-
crossing condition on the inclusion boundary, which lim-
its the z integral range to 2L− y.
9From Eqs. 55, we estimate the moments of the inclusion
length and position. For a large normalized elasticity b,
the average and variance of the inclusion length converge
to 〈y〉 = y0−(2l)2/(2L−y0)b and to Var[y] = 〈y2〉−〈y〉2 =
(2l)2/b, respectively, while the variance of COM position
converges to 〈x2〉 = ((L− y0/2)2/3 + (2l)2/b). These
limits match those expected for a rigid inclusion of length
y0. For small b, the asymptotic value of the averaged
and variance of the inclusion length are 〈y〉 = 2L/3 and
Var[y] = 2L2/9, respectively, while the COM variance
reads 〈x2〉 = 2L2/3.
In the case of active fluctuations α = 1/2, we find that
the joint probability distribution reads
P (y, z) =
N√
(2L− y)2 − z2 exp
(
− B
4lT
(y − y0)2
)
.
Integrating over z, we find that the marginal distribution
on the inclusion length reads:
P (y) = N exp
(
− B
4lT
(y − y0)2
)
, (57)
where N is a normalization factor. Note that Eq. 57 dif-
fers by a prefactor 2L− y from the thermal case expres-
sion, Eq. 56.
From Eq. 57, we estimate the moments of the inclu-
sion length and position. For a large normalized elastic
modulus b, we find that the mean and variance of the in-
clusion length are, to leading order in (1/b), 〈y〉 = y0 and
〈y2〉 − 〈y〉2 = (2l)2/b, respectively. Notice that neither
the mean nor the variance depends on the confinement
length L. To leading order, the variance in the COM
position read 〈x2〉 = ((L− y0/2)2/2 + (2l)2/(2b)), as ex-
pected by comparison with the the rigid inclusion case.
For small b the asymptotic value of average length is L,
variance is L2/3, and the COM variance is 2L2/3.
We display the behavior of the moments in the inclu-
sion length and COM position in Fig. 5 (dotted lines for
thermal noise, solid lines for active noise). In all cases the
value for the thermal fluctuations is smaller than that for
active fluctuations of same strength. The differences in
the mean and variance of the inclusion length is quite sig-
nificant for small values of b and decreases with increase
in b; contrast this with the variance of COM for which the
differences grow with increasing value of b. Note that un-
like in Fig. 4(a), the variation of 〈y〉 in Fig. 5(a) is a fluc-
tuation effect. For L/l < 2 we observe a rather surprising
behavior - the mean length of the inclusion for large fluc-
tuation (small stiffness) is less than for small fluctuations
(large stiffness) - as opposed to the case when L/l > 2
where the average length increases with increase in fluc-
tuation. This behavior can be understood in terms of
the asymptotic values mentioned, for large b its the free
length 2l, for small b its governed by the confinement
size, and is equal to L.
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FIG. 5. Moments as a function of the normalized elastic mod-
ulus b: (a) mean and (b) standard deviation of the inclusion
length y, and (c) variance of the inclusion COM position z.
Plotted for two sets of parameters L/l = 1.6 (black curve),
and L/l = 3 (red curve), where we have fixed y0 = 2l = 1, for
both thermal fluctuation (dotted line), and active fluctuation
(solid line). Thermal fluctuations exhibit reduced moments
compared to the active, for both sets of parameters. For large
b, we recover the rigid inclusion moments (see Sec. IV), while
for small b the moments converge to the calculated asymptotic
limit (see Sec. V).
VI. KELVIN-VOIGT INCLUSION
Lastly, we consider the case when the inclusion is vis-
coelastic of a Kelvin-Voigt type (i.e., it behaves elastically
at the longest time scales). This situation is closer to a re-
alistic description of the cell nucleus embedded in the ac-
tive cytoplasm, since, as reported in [7, 36, 39], the noise
on the nucleus is dominated by active cytoskeletal pro-
cesses. As in the previous section, the unloaded length
of the inclusion is denoted 2l, the displacement from the
unloaded configuration is u and the elastic modulus is
B; thus the elastic stress is equal to B∂xu. In addition,
we include the dissipative contribution (ηI∂xu˙) into the
stress equation
σI = B∂xu+ ηI∂xu˙, (58)
where ηI is the internal viscosity of the inclusion. Fol-
lowing the analysis in the previous sections, force balance
within the inclusion implies that σI = σI(t); integrating
Eq. 58 over the reference length x− l to x+ l leads to the
relation,
2lσI(t) = B(y − 2l) + ηI y˙ .
From the force balance condition on the two inclu-
sion edges, we obtain the following multivariate Langevin
equation on the variables X =
[
y z
]T
:
X˙ = F+G · θ, (59)
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where the drift force is
F =
1
γ(y)
[
−(2L− y)B2l (y − y0)− ηcv0 + f(x1)(L+ x1) + f(x2)(x2 − L)
z
(
B
2l (y − y0)− ηI2l v0
)
+
(γ(y)+
ηI
2l z)f(x2)(x2−L)
ηc
+
(−γ(y)+ ηI2l z)f(x1)(L+x1)
ηc
]
,
the noise amplitude matrix is
G =
[ √
2Λc(L+ x1)/γ(y)
√
2Λc(L− x2)/γ(y)
(−1+ ηIz
2lγ(y)
)
√
2Λc(L+x1)
η
(1+
ηIz
2lγ(y)
)
√
2Λc(L−x2)
η
]
,
θ =
[
θ1 θ2
]T
is Gaussian white noise of unit variance;
γ(y) ≡ ηc + ηI(2L− y)/(2l) is a friction that depends on
the inclusion length y, and y0 ≡ 2l (1− (ζ∆µc0)/B) is
the activity-renormalized rest length.
For a general confining force, the Fokker-Planck equa-
tion associated with Eq.59 does not satisfy the potential
condition (Eq. 50), which implies the existence of a non-
zero probability current Ji, even at steady state. This
can be seen from the fact that keeping the dissipation
term in the inclusion without the corresponding fluctua-
tion source, violates FDT, and makes it essentially a two-
temperature problem, with inclusion temperature set to
zero.
To analyze the dynamics when fluctuations are ther-
mal, i.e., when both the inclusion and the surrounding
fluid are at equal temperature T , we set Λc = ηckBT ,
and inclusion stress is given by,
σI = B∂xu+ ηI∂xu˙+
√
2ηIkBT θ, (60)
where θ is unit variance Gaussian white noise. The
steady state probability distribution obtained using the
inclusion stress in Eq.60, is exactly the same as that ob-
tained for the elastic inclusion with thermal fluctuation
(Eq. 55) in Section V.
In the absence of any kind of external potential in
Eq. 59, the potential condition is satisfied, and the steady
state is P (y, z) = Ne−φ, with
φ =
b
r
(
y
2l
(α
b
− d− 1
)
+
1
2
( y
2l
)2
(d+ r + 1)− 1
3
( y
2l
)3)
+
(
(1− α)− η
2
cv0
2Λc
)
log((2L− y)2 − z2)
+ 2(α− 1) log γ(y), (61)
where b = (2lBηc)/Λc is the ratio of two stresses,
the inclusion elastic stress 2lB and the fluctuating stress
Λc/ηc, r = ηc/ηI , the ratio of the two viscosities, and
d = L/l the ratio of size of confinement to the inclusion.
Note that in the limit α = 1, the effective potential φ
is cubic, and not harmonic. This is because, as discussed
above, for α = 1 this does not reduce to an isothermal de-
scription. It corresponds to a two-temperature problem,
where the inclusion is connected to a bath at tempera-
ture zero, and surrounding fluid to a bath at temperature
Λc/kBηc. This makes it inherently non-equilibrium, with
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FIG. 6. (a) Contour plot of the mean inclusion size 〈y〉 as
function of the stress ratio b and the viscosity ratio r, keeping
the other parameters fixed (see text). (b,c) Mean inclusion
size 〈y〉 versus r and b, respectively.
an equilibrium description, in terms of an effective poten-
tial which has a very different form the actual potential
of the system. In the following, we focus on the effect of
active fluctuations, for which we take α = 1/2, while we
fix the other parameters at v0 = 0, ζ = 0, d = L/l = 4
and y0 = 2l = 1.
Fig. 6(a) shows a contour plot of the average inclusion
length as function of stress ratio b, and viscosity ratio
r. In Fig. 6(b), we take a cut across the contour plot, to
show the average length as a function of viscosity ratio
for two different values of b, the stress ratio. We find that
for softer inclusions (b = 0.1), the effective inclusion size
is negligibly small when the inclusion viscosity is large
(compared to the cytoplasm), and increases to beyond its
unloaded length 2l when the inclusion viscosity is small.
On the other hand for stiffer inclusions (b = 10), the ef-
fective inclusion size is larger than 2l when the inclusion
viscosity is large, and shrinks to below 2l when the inclu-
sion viscosity is small. Similarly, Fig. 6(c) is plotted with
respect to the stress ration b. Unexpectedly, the inclusion
shrinks either when the inclusion stiffness is increased or
when the viscosity is decreased.
We display in Figs. 7 and 8 how the amplitude of fluc-
tuations - of both the width and COM position - vary
as a function of b and r. As expected, a stiffer inclusion
generally correspond to a lower amplitude in the fluctu-
ations of the width; less intuitive is the observation that
a stiffer inclusion leads to an increase of fluctuations in
COM.
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FIG. 7. (a) Contour plot of the standard deviation of inclusion
size
√〈y2〉 − 〈y〉2 as function of the stress ratio b and the
viscosity ratio r, all other parameters fixed. (b,c) Standard
deviation of inclusion size y versus r and b, respectively.
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FIG. 8. (a) Contour plot of the standard deviation of centre
of mass position of the inclusion
√〈z2〉 as function of the
stress ratio b and the viscosity ratio r, all other parameters
fixed. (b,c) Mean centre of mass position
√〈z2〉 versus r and
b, respectively.
VII. FORCE ON THE CONFINING WALLS
SITUATED AT THE CELL BOUNDARY
We now determine the force induced by the fluctuat-
ing inclusion at the confining walls situated at the cell
boundary. This force depends on the specific nature of
the fluctuations, and is a non-equilibrium Casimir force
[40–42].
Not surprisingly, the form of the force depends on the
physical nature of the inclusion. In the case of a rigid
inclusion and in the absence of a confining potential,
the local stress at the boundary reads σ = −ζ∆µc0 +(√
2L˜θ
)
/(2L˜), whose mean is 〈σ〉 = −ζ∆µc0. There
is no fluctuation contribution to the average boundary
force, irrespective of whether the noise is thermal [43] or
active.
In the elastic inclusion case, the average stress on the
confining walls is given by 〈σ〉 = B(〈y〉 − 2l)/(2l). As
discussed in Section V, the average inclusion size 〈y〉 de-
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FIG. 9. Average stress for an elastic inclusion embedded in a
viscous fluid subject to thermal (dotted line) and active (solid
line) noise, for 2l = 1, 2L = 2 (black), and 2L = 3 (red) as
function of b, the ratio of the elastic to the fluctuating stress.
In (a) the stress is expressed in units of the elastic stress
〈σ〉/2lB and plotted as a function of ηc/Λc, for fixed B, while
in (b) the stress is in units of the fluctuation stress 〈σ〉ηc/Λc
and plotted as a function of B, for fixed ηc/Λc.
pends on the strength and nature of the noise (whether
thermal or active).
In Fig. 9(a) we assume a fixed stiffness; we represent
the average stress as a function of the inverse amplitude
of fluctuation. When the amplitude of fluctuation Λc/ηc
is weak compared to the elastic stress (large b), the fluc-
tuation contribution to the force on the walls converges
to zero – this corresponds to the rigid inclusion result.
For large fluctuations, the sign of the force depends on
L/l, the ratio of size of confinement to size of inclusion.
For comparable size (black curve) it is attractive, and for
an inclusion much smaller than confinement scale (red
curve), it is repulsive (positive value of stress).
The average stress is a decreasing function of the elas-
tic modulus B when the confinement size is large com-
pared to the inclusion width (as seen in Fig. 9(b), red
curves). However, the average stress can become an in-
creasing function of B for larger inclusion width. As
expected from the rigid inclusion case, the force on the
walls vanishes when the elastic strength 2lB becomes
small compared to the fluctuation strength Λc/ηc . For
large stiffness B, the asymptotic value of the averaged
stress depends on whether the noise is thermal or active
: for thermal noise, the averaged stress becomes attrac-
tive, with an amplitude that is controlled by the ratio
L/l; for active noise, the averaged stress vanishes. The
presence of an effective force between the walls, even for
thermal fluctuations, shows that inhomogeneity in form
of inclusions has nontrivial implications.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Starting from 1D fluctuating active hydrodynamics we
derive a Langevin dynamics description of a point inclu-
sion embedded in an active gel. We find that the stochas-
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TABLE I. Steady state distribution P (y, z) of y (inclusion length) and z (2×center-of-mass), in absence of external potential
(V = 0), and no boundary flux (v0 = 0), up to a normalization factor. See Table I for definition of parameters.
Inclusion Thermal fluctuation Active fluctuation
Rigid P (z) = 1 P (z) = 1√
(2L−2l)2−z2
Elastic P (y, z) = e
− Bηc
2lΛc
(y−2l)2
P (y, z) = e
− Bηc
2lΛc
(y−2l)2√
(2L−y)2−z2
Kelvin-Voigt P (y, z) = e
− Bηc
2lΛc
(y−2l)2
P (y, z) =
((2L−y)r+2l) exp
(
−
(
b
r
(
y
2l (
1
2b
−d−1)+ 12 (
y
2l )
2
(d+r+1)− 1
3 (
y
2l )
3
)))
√
(2L−y)2−z2
tic dynamics of the inclusion is given by a generalized un-
derdamped Langevin equation with multiplicative noise.
We obtain the Overdamped limit by adiabatically elimi-
nating the three fast time scales of the problem - inertial
relaxation time (τm), maxwell time (τv), and noise corre-
lation time (τA). This gives us the right choice of stochas-
tic calculus associated with the Overdamped Langevin
equation. We show that the order in which the times
scales are integrated out is important, instead of τv, the
crucial time scale is
√
τmτv.
We then extend this analysis to three different ex-
tended inclusion types, rigid, elastic, and viscoelastic
(Kelvin-Voigt), where we take the embedding medium
to be fluid. The stochastic dynamics of inclusion length
and center of mass is given by a set of coupled Langevin
equation with multiplicative noise. For all these cases we
can analytically obtain the steady state probability dis-
tribution. Table I lists the steady state distribution of the
center of mass and length of the inclusion for these three
inclusion types, for both thermal and active fluctuations.
In the simplest description of the inclusion as a
rigid object, we obtain analytical expression for the
steady state distribution, which reveal the existence of
a fluctuation-induced effective potential. This attrac-
tive force, which originates from the non-equilibrium na-
ture the noise, is reminiscent of Casimir forces in non-
equilibrium systems [40–42].
Considering the inclusion as an elastic element intro-
duces an additional degree of freedom along with centre
of mass, namely the extension or the inclusion length.
The effective attraction between the inclusion and the
confining walls persists, with the noise induced force de-
pendent on the length of the inclusion. We find that
the average length of the elastic inclusion depends non-
trivially on the size of confinement and strength of the
fluctuation.
Unlike the rigid and elastic description, a Kelvin-Voigt
viscoelastic description of the inclusion, in general cannot
be mapped to an equilibrium system with an effective po-
tentials. Nevertheless, it is possible to have an effective
equilibrium description in the absence of external confin-
ing forces. We find that the viscosity of the inclusion is a
crucial parameter, the mean and variances of the inclu-
sion length strongly depend on the viscosity ratio of the
inclusion and the outside fluid, along with its stiffness
and stress fluctuation.
Since the observed phenomena are due to the multi-
plicative and active nature of the noise, we believe these
noise induced interactions should occur in a variety of
biological and in-vitro contexts. We list a few here: (i)
the positioning and shape fluctuations of the nucleus (or
other localized organelles) within a cell, (ii) the dynamics
of large colloidal particles embedded in an active medium,
(iii) the positioning and dynamics of nuclei in multi-
nucleated cells, (iv) the positioning and segregation of
chromosomes within a nucleus and (v) the fluctuations
of a cell within a developing tissue. For instance, chro-
mosomes within the cell nucleus, can be thought of as
soft ellipsoidal inclusions embedded within an active nu-
cleoplasm [44, 45]. A theoretical study of the relative
positioning, orientation and overlap of these soft ellip-
soids would require a generalization of the ideas devel-
oped in this paper to 3-dimensions. On the other hand,
in the tissue context, one could study the dynamics of
tissue vertex or tissue junctions as active inclusions in an
active tissue medium.
Our study of the active Casimir-like forces at the cell
boundary, arising from nuclear stiffness and fluctuations
might be relevant to rigidity sensing by focal adhesions
[46].
We are currently extending our study to the case when
the (nuclear) inclusion is subject to its own source of ac-
tive fluctuation, in addition to the noise coming from the
surrounding active fluid. We are also studying the collec-
tive dynamics of colloids [47, 48] embedded in an active
fluid in higher dimensions, where the hydrodynamic in-
teractions lead to multiplicative noise.
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Appendix A: Constant total myosin number
If the myosin turnover is slow compared to the time
scales of interest, the total number of myosin in the two
segments L(R) can be taken to be constant cL(R). With
this, we obtain from Eqs. 34, 35,
ηcx˙1 = ηcvL + (x1 + L)σ
L(t) + ζ∆µcL −
∫ x1
−L
ϑ dx,
ηcx˙2 = −ηcvR + (x2 − L)σR(t)− ζ∆µcR +
∫ L
x2
ϑ dx.
Comparing this with Eqns. 36, 37 we see that, the effect of
the constant myosin number is same as having a bound-
ary flow v0 = ζ∆µcL/ηc. In this paper, we have treated
the mean contractile stress ζ∆µ and noise amplitude Λ
as independent. In reality, they have a common origin in
the actomyosin remodeling dynamics and Λ depends on
ζ∆µ [26].
If Λ = Λ0c, the actomyosin density, and we assume
slow turnover of actomyosin, then the noise θ is additive
and the equations reduce to
ηcx˙1 = ηcvL + (x1 + L)σ
L(t) + ζ∆µcL −
√
2Λ0cLθ1,
ηcx˙2 = −ηcvR + (x2 − L)σR(t)− ζ∆µcR +
√
2Λ0cRθ2,
where θ1(2) are unit variance Gaussian white noises.
Appendix B: Langevin to Fokker-Planck
It is well known that the overdamped Langevin equa-
tion with multiplicative noise is ill-defined [28, 29], here
we follow the derivation in [32]. The multi-variate over-
damped Langevin equation with multiplicative noise is,
x˙i = fi(x) + gij(x) θj , (B1)
where i varies from 1 to N , j varies from 1 to M and it
is understood that repeated indices are summed over. θ
is an uncorrelated zero mean, Gaussian white noise, and
〈θi(t)θj(t′)〉 = δijδ(t − t′). Integrating (B1) over time
interval ∆t, we get,
∆xi =
∫ t+∆t
t
dtfi(x) +
∫ t+∆t
t
dt gij(x)θj ,
where ∆xi is the displacement in time ∆t. Unlike the
integral of the deterministic force term f(x), the integral
of the fluctuation term gij(x)θj depends on the time point
at which g(x) is evaluated [28, 32]. For every i, j, the
integral of the stochastic term is approximated by,∫ t+∆t
t
dt gij(x)θj = gij(x)
∫ t+∆t
t
dtθj . (B2)
In gij(x), x can be either evaluated at time t (Ito-
convention), or at the mid-value x = x(t) + ∆x/2
(Stratonovich-convention), or at x = x(t) + ∆x (Hanggi-
Klimontovich-convention) [33, 34].
In general, any time point can be chosen [32]. If we
evaluate at time t+ α∆t, we get,
∆xi = fi(x(t))∆t+ gij(x(t) + α∆x))
∫ t+∆t
t
dWj .
Considering the Taylor expansion of gij for small ∆x
leads to
∆xi = fi(x(t))∆t+ gij(x(t))
∫ t+∆t
t
dWj
+ α
∂gij
∂xk
∆xk
∫ t+∆t
t
dWj , (B3)
Substituting ∆xk back in the equation and keeping first
two terms, we get,
∆xi = fi(x(t))∆t+ gij(x(t))
∫ t+∆t
t
dWj ,
+ α
∂gij
∂xk
gkl(x(t))
∫ t+∆t
t
dWl
∫ t+∆t
t
dWj . (B4)
From this, we obtain following equation for the mean and
variance,
〈∆xi〉 = fi(x(t))∆t+ α∂gij
∂xk
gkj(x(t))∆t, (B5)
〈∆xi∆xj〉 = gikgjk∆t. (B6)
The Fokker-Planck equation corresponding to this is [28],
∂tP =
∂
∂xi
(
−fi(x)− α∂gij
∂xk
gkj +
∂
∂xj
gikgjk
)
P.
(B7)
Thus we see that the Fokker-Planck equation depends
on the choice of α. If instead the noise is additive, the α
dependent term in Eq.B7 is identically zero, and hence
the convention does not matter.
Appendix C: Overdamped Langevin equation from
generalized Langevin dynamics
In the previous Appendix, we showed that the over-
damped Langevin equations with multiplicative delta-
function noise are ill defined - they result in differ-
ent Fokker-Planck descriptions under different choices
of stochastic calculus used to discretize the noise term.
Hence, overdamped Langevin equations with multiplica-
tive delta-function noise, must be provided with an in-
terpretation of the noise, in order to be meaningful.
An unambiguous approach is to start with the correct
microscopic inertial dynamics for all the microscopic vari-
ables, and establish a separation of time scales. One then
systematically integrates over the shorter time scales to
arrive at the correct overdamped Langevin equations.
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We start with a generalized underdamped Langevin dy-
namics for a particle position x(t), with spatially vary-
ing damping and a noise θ that satisfies an Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process [28],
x˙ = v,
mv˙ + γ(x)v = f(x) + g(x)
θ√
τn
,
θ˙ = − 1
τn
θ +
1√
τn
ϑ, (C1)
where 〈ϑ(t)ϑ(t′)〉 = 2Λδ(t− t′). The other relevant time
scale is the inertial relaxation time τm = m/γ(x).
To go from here to an overdamped Langevin equation
with white noise, it is necessary to take the two lim-
its : τm → 0 to get the overdamped dynamics, and
τn → 0, to get the white-noise limit. However, as dis-
cussed in [30], one might choose to take these limits in
different order, which result in different interpretations
of the overdamped equations. Since Langevin dynamics
corresponding to thermal noise is constrained to obey the
fluctuation-dissipation relation (FDR), it is convenient to
treat the thermal and active noise cases separately.
1. Thermal
A necessary condition for the Langevin dynamics Eq.
C1 to describe thermal noise is that τn → 0, which leads
to
mv˙ + γ(x)v = f(x) + g(x)ϑ , (C2)
x˙ = v .
The corresponding Fokker-Planck is,
∂tP = −∂xvP + 1
m
∂v
(
γ(x)v − f(x) + Λ
m
g2(x)∂v
)
P.
(C3)
To obtain the overdamped Langevin equation from the
Fokker-Planck equation C3, we use the technique of adi-
abatic elimination in the momentum variable [28, 49, 50].
Define the moments of v, Qk =
∫
dv vkP . The equa-
tions for the moments of v are,
∂
∂t
Q0 = − ∂
∂x
Q1,
∂
∂t
Q1 = − ∂
∂x
Q2 − γ(x)
m
Q1 +
f(x)
m
Q0,
∂
∂t
Q2 = − ∂
∂x
Q3 − 2γ(x)
m
Q2 +
2f(x)
m
Q1 + 2Λ
g2(x)
m2
Q0,
and so on. Thus to solve for Q0, we require knowledge of
higher moments. However, we note that the kth-moments
Qk decay exponentially fast with a time scale propor-
tional to τm. Thus in the limit τm → 0, we can assume
the higher moments reach steady state, from which we
obtain
Q2 = − m
2γ(x)
∂
∂x
Q3 +
f(x)
γ(x)
Q1 + Λ
g2(x)
mγ(x)
Q0, (C4)
Q1 = − m
γ(x)
∂
∂x
Q2 +
f(x)
γ(x)
Q0. (C5)
Using these relation in the equation for Q0, and ignoring
terms of order τm and higher, we obtain
∂
∂t
Q0 =
∂
∂x
(
−f(x)
γ(x)
Q0 +
Λ
γ(x)
∂
∂x
(
g2(x)
γ(x)
Q0
))
.
If the fluctuations are thermal then FDR holds, and
γ(x) = g2(x), and Λ = kBT , where T is temperature of
the bath, and the above equation reduces to,
∂tQ0 = ∂x
(
−f(x)
γ(x)
+
kbT
γ(x)
∂
∂x
)
Q0. (C6)
The corresponding Langevin equation
γ(x)x˙ = f(x) + g(x)ϑ, (C7)
is interpreted in Hanggi-Klimontovich convention [33,
34].
2. Active
On the other hand, by not setting τn to zero, we
are necessarily describing a situation where the noise is
athermal. This is consistent with an active noise, where
the microscopic variables (actomyosin remodeling and
turnover) describing active noise are slower than the in-
ertial relaxation time, τm  τn.
Taking τm → 0 in C1, we get,
v =
f(x)
γ(x)
+
g(x)
γ(x)
θ√
τn
, (C8)
θ˙ = − 1
τn
θ +
1√
τn
ϑ,
The corresponding Fokker-Planck is,
∂
∂t
P = − ∂
∂x
(
f(x)
γ(x)
+
1√
τn
g(x)
γ(x)
θ
)
P,
+
1
τn
∂
∂θ
(
θ + Λ
∂
∂θ
)
P. (C9)
We define the moment of θ, Qk =
∫
dθ θkP . From C9 we
obtain
∂
∂t
Q0 = − ∂
∂x
f(x)
γ(x)
Q0 − 1√
τn
∂
∂x
g(x)
γ(x)
Q1,
∂
∂t
Q1 = − ∂
∂x
f(x)
γ(x)
Q1 − 1√
τn
∂
∂x
g(x)
γ(x)
Q2 − 1
τn
Q1,
∂
∂t
Q2 = − ∂
∂x
f(x)
γ(x)
Q2 − 1√
τn
∂
∂x
g(x)
γ(x)
Q3 − 2
τn
Q2 +
2Λ
τn
Q0,
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and so on. Following the arguments in the case of thermal
noise, we obtain: in the limit τn → 0,
Q1 = −√τn ∂
∂x
g(x)
γ(x)
Q2 − τn ∂
∂x
f(x)
γ(x)
Q1, (C10)
Q2 = −
√
τn
2
∂
∂x
g(x)
γ(x)
Q3 − τn
2
∂
∂x
f(x)
γ(x)
Q2 + ΛQ0, (C11)
which leads to
∂
∂t
Q0 = − ∂
∂x
f(x)
γ(x)
Q0 + Λ
∂
∂x
g(x)
γ(x)
∂
∂x
g(x)
γ(x)
Q0. (C12)
The corresponding Langevin equation
γ(x)x˙ = f(x) + g(x)ϑ, (C13)
is interpreted in the Stratonovich convention[28, 35] .
Appendix D: Multiple noise sources
The Langevin equation driven by multiple noise
sources labeled by i = 1, . . . , N , each of which are ex-
ponentially correlated over different times scales, can be
described by the following Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes,
x˙ = f(x) + gi(x)θi, (D1)
τiθ˙i = −θi + ϑi, (D2)
where the variance of Gaussian white noise ϑi is 2Λi.
Since all the noise sources are independent, for obser-
vation times t  max(τi), we can adiabatically inte-
grate out each time scale, which will lead to the following
Fokker-Planck equation,
∂tP = ∂x
(
−f(x) + 1
2
∑
i
gi(x)∂xgi(x)
)
P. (D3)
Since gi has originated from the hydrodynamic interac-
tions, its form is the same for all noise sources thus
∂tP = ∂x
(
−f(x) +
(∑
i
Λi
)
g(x)∂xg(x)
)
P. (D4)
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